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1 Dreamer 

 Embrace the art of being a dreamer and create magic. 

2 Winter Sunshine 

 Smile happiness like sunshine on a winter’s day. 

3 Thunder Beings 

 Power of sudden awareness nurturing growth. 

4 Dai Sanya 

 Mountain Peaks and Valleys: Life is for experiencing. 

5 Kyorei Yori 

 A bell rings in the infinite void filled with everything. 

6 Gentle Touch 

 Synchronicities bringing comfort and joy. 

7 Walking Meditation 

 (Komuso Nagati): Every step as a conscious act of love. 
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Two pieces, Dai Sanya and Walking Meditation (Komuso Nagati), are original 

arrangements of traditional Honkyoku. Although that entitles me to a full copyright 

of my arrangement, I am deeply indebted to the Honkyoku tradition, to my teacher 

Grandmaster Michael Chikuzen Gould, to his teachers, and their teachers... As such 

you may perform these two scores under the condition that you name the piece and 

state that it was arranged by Ron Bracale. You may record these two pieces under 

the condition that you name the piece and state that it was arranged by Ron Bracale 

and provide me with a copy. 

 

The other five original pieces, Dreamer, Winter Sunshine, Kyorei Yori, Thunder beings, 

and Gentle Touch are bound by all standard copyright laws. Please enjoy playing 

them and teaching them, but attain Mechanical Rights for recordings. I am easy to 

work with and happy to make special arrangements, just contact me.  



 

Notes: 

 These scores represent a roadmap to the pieces and every player should 

approach them with their own unique style and the energy of the present 

situations. Extra coils and nayashi are to be expected. 

 The breath marks are generally lines across the column. The short ones to the 

right are optional and are either a quick breath or a slight pause. The thick Box-

like breath marks are sections and any section can be repeated or one can move 

from any section to any other section, though occasionally other points of repeat 

may exist. 

 The first breath of Winter Sunshine has a symbol for static, meaning breathy and 

windy. I use the infinity symbol for BoKo (typically bounce 3 and pop 4) and an 

upside down ‘T’ for Kidu (cut or end abruptly). 

 

 



 



 







 



 



  



 





 


